
 

 

Dylan Kain pitch email to Net-a-Porter 

 

Subject line: Natalie, introducing Dylan Kain – timeless handbags and 
accessories with a contemporary rock ‘n’ roll twist 

 

Hi Natalie 

I’d like to introduce you to our Australian handbag and accessories label, 

Dylan Kain.  

We combine timeless accessories design with a rock ‘n’ roll twist to appeal to the 

contemporary woman. Each Dylan Kain piece has been meticulously designed and 

crafted to be as interesting, elegant and effortlessly cool as the woman who wears it.  

Since its launch in 2012, Dylan Kain has built a cult following in Australia, New 

Zealand and the United States – where the label is stocked in a select number of 

leading boutiques. Our styles continue to sell out season after season and have 

been featured in the likes of Vogue, Harpers BAZAAR and Marie Claire.  

With a strong brand and product offering, we are now well-placed to introduce Dylan 

Kain to a global audience. With this in mind and your renewed focus on the 

contemporary womenswear market, we think Net-a-Porter and Dylan Kain would 

make a perfect match.   

The Dylan Kain difference 

We believe every woman should feel empowered to express her individuality through 

her style.   

To reflect this belief, all Dylan Kain products offer the wearer the freedom of a piece 

that can be mixed and matched, go anywhere and do anything. This is illustrated via 

the interchangeable and adjustable straps featured on many of our bags.  

We also offer quality at a contemporary price point. Because every woman has the 

right to feel amazing.  

The Dylan Kain collection 

Dylan Kain started with a small collection of leather handbags. Our range continues 

to grow as inspiration hits, with the addition of belts, small leather goods and silk 

scarves which stay true to the Dylan Kain ethos.  

Our products offer versatility and durability, with our trademark leathers sourced from 

Vincenza in Northern Italy.  

Our new collection – Miss S&M – is inspired by the 1990s supermodel and the ultra-

sexy vibe of Versace and Chanel runway shows of 1992 and 1993. 



 

View our product range 

More about Dylan Kain    

Learn more about our label 

See our current stockists 

We would love to tell you more about Dylan Kain and discuss a partnership 

opportunity with Net-a-Porter. Please get in touch whenever suits. 

Cheers 

Bonnie Davis 

Founder and Designer 

 

 

 

 

 

https://shopdylankain.com/collections/the-birkin-belt
https://shopdylankain.com/pages/about-us
https://shopdylankain.com/pages/about-us
https://shopdylankain.com/pages/stockists

